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Structure of 18B
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The investigation of the light neutron-rich dripline
nuclei, including in particular those exhibiting halos,
is a central theme of nuclear structure physics. In the
present work a series of measurements, aimed at elu-
cidating the structure of the two heaviest candidate
two-neutron halo systems, 19B and 22C1–3), and the
associated unbound sub-systems 18B and 21C, the level
schemes of which are critical to the defining the 17B-
n and 20C-n interactions for three-body models, have
been undertaken. In addition to being of direct impor-
tance to halo physics, 18,19B and 21,22C are of consider-
able interest in terms of the evolution of shell-structure
far from stability as they span the N=14 and 16 sub-
shell closures below doubly-magic 22,24O.
The measurements were accomplished using the

SAMURAI spectrometer4) coupled to the large area
neutron array NEBULA5) and were performed as part
of the first phase of SAMURAI experiments. The anal-
ysis to date has concentrated on the fragment+neutron
channels and, in particular, 17B+n which is known to
exhibit a strongly interacting virtual s-wave threshold
state6). Beyond the intrinsic physics interest noted
above, a well defined threshold state provides an ideal
means to validate the calibration and analysis proce-
dures.

In addition to populating 18B via proton removal
from 19C (which should populate almost exclusively s-
wave strength), the complementary probe of neutron
removal from a 19B beam has been investigated. Fig-
ure 1 shows the reconstructed 17B+n invariant mass
(or relative energy) spectra for the two reactions. As
may be clearly seen the proton removal populates a
very narrow threshold structure, the form of which is
consistent with the s-wave virtual state deduced by
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Fig. 1. Preliminary results for the 17B+n relative energy

spectra obtained for proton and neutron removal reac-

tions at 240 MeV/nucleon.

Spyrou et al.
6). The neutron removal, however, in ad-

dition to the threshold peak shows clear evidence for
the population of a state or states in the region of 0.5–
1 MeV.

The further analysis of these preliminary results is
currently underway as are the data sets for the ana-
logue reactions populating 21C.
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Energy dependence of π− differential cross section in 28Si + In with
beam energies of 400, 600, and 800
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Information on the nuclear equation of state (EoS)
within a broad density range is important for under-
standing the physics of neutron stars. However, the
isospin-dependent term in EoS, i.e., the density de-
pendence of the symmetry energy Esym(ρ) has a large
model dependence in the supra-normal density region
(ρ > ρ0, the saturation density ρ0 ∼= 0.16fm−3).
As a result, the relationship between the radius and
the mass of a neutron star cannot be reliably cal-
culated. According to a transport model calculation
(IBUU04),1) detailed studies of the pion yield ratio,
Y(π−)/Y(π+), in central nucleus-nucleus collisions at
intermediate energies can be conducted to obtain sig-
nificant constraints on Esym(ρ) in the supra-normal
density region.

The IBUU04 predicts that the beam energy depen-
dence of the pion yield ratio is strongly related to the
behavior of Esym(ρ) in the supra-normal density re-
gion.1) We performed a series of experiments using 400,
600, and 800 MeV/nucleon 28Si beams accelerated at
the Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba (HIMAC)
and an In target with a compact centrality filter and
a pion range counter(RC)2).
The π+ events can be clearly identified by the

π+ → µ+ + νµ decay after they are stopped at the
RC.3) The π− events were selected using ∆Ei-∆Ej (en-
ergy deposition at each layers of RC) correlations ob-
tained experimentally for π+ events, because in-flight
energy depositions are same between the π+ and π−

events. However, a pionic atom, which is created by
the stopped π− and surrounding nuclei, decays various
particles and some of them hit the next counter. Next
we estimated a π− leak rate to the next counter.
The leak rate α at which the decayed particles hit

the next elements was estimated with CsI(129Xe,π±)X
experimental data at 90◦ for which, the statistics is
sufficient and the S/N ratio is large. We obtained a
typical value of α, 10.83+0.81

−0.59(SYS) %. For obtaining
the production cross section of the π−, the reduction
rate by the decay in flight, nuclear reaction, and mul-
tiple Coulomb scattering until the π− reaches the RC
from the production point was estimated using Geant4.

The Lorentz-invariant cross sections of the π− as
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Fig. 1. Lorentz-invariant cross sections of the π− as a

function of kinematic energy in the mid-rapidity frame

(Emid) for In(28Si,π±)X reaction with 400(top part),

600(middle part) and 800(bottom part) MeV/nucleon

beam with statistical errors.

a function of the kinematic energy of the π− in a mid
rapidity frame Emid (the CM frame of NN) were shown
at Figure 1. Further analysis of the π− and efforts to
fix the systematic uncertainties are in progress.
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